With Sunday's win over the University of
Delaware, Kenny Brooks becomes JMU's all-time
winningest women's basketball head coach
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A collaborative mindset

INSIDE TODAY
TO THE MOON

College of Health and Behavioral
Studies hopes new building will
increase public interaction

Mathematics and statistics
professor discusses research
as a rocket scientist
COURTESY OF THE COLLEGE OF HEALTH AND BEHAVIORAL STUDIES

NEWS | 3

BRINGING
KINKY TO THE
THEATER
‘Fifty Shades of Grey’
movie and music reviews
LIFE | 8

DUKES TAME
HUSKIES

An architect’s rendering shows the exterior of the new College of Health and Behavioral Studies’ building. Construction began with the demolition of Montpelier Hall in June
2014 and continued with the construction of the building’s steel structure in October 2014. The facility will include bigger lab spaces and classrooms for students.
By ALYSSA MILLER
contributing writer

Those in the College of Health and Behavioral Studies (CHBS) know that the ever-growing
departments are in desperate need of more space.
That’s why the college has been hard at work with
a team of architects to design a brand-new space
that will be located next to the Student Success
Center.
With a $65 million budget for demolition and
construction, the project began with taking down
Montpelier Hall in June 2014, and the construction

of the building’s steel structure began in October
2014. The building is scheduled to be complete
by June 2016.
It will house the CHBS departments, which are
currently located in the Integrated Science and
Technology and Health and Human Services
buildings, as well as the CHBS nursing program,
currently in Burruss Hall. The building will contain bigger lab spaces and classrooms for the
program.
The new facility was designed not only to
provide enough space for the departments to
function, but also to allow for inter-departmental

collaboration throughout CHBS.
“We designed the building so that we would
have a lot of interaction among people,” said Sharon Lovell, dean of CHBS. “Both the individuals
who are housed there in the offices, but also our
students and others who visit, will be drawn to the
center of the building where there can be a lot of
interaction and collaboration. We wanted a lot of
collaboration.”
Lovell emphasized the addition of several new lab spaces to the building, including
see CHBS, page 4

Two is better than one
More than 60 fitness classes offered in old Ice House after yoga and Pilates studios combine
JMU lacrosse beats UConn
15-11 in home opener
SPORTS | 12

PROBAMA OR
NOBAMA?
Columnists discuss our
president’s merits and
downfalls
OPINION | 5

QUOTE OF THE DAY

“

However, I didn’t
walk into ‘Fifty
Shades’ expecting
an Oscar-worthy
movie, I walked
in to see what
all the sensual
talk was about.
To answer a few
questions: yes
there is nudity,
no there isn’t full
frontal, yes there
is sex, yes there
are a few BDSM
scenes, but overall
there wasn’t
anything I didn’t
expect.
LIFE | 8

By JULIA NELSON
contributing writer

Upon walking into the shared studio of The
Center for yoga and Breathe Pilates in Harrisonburg, an industrial, edgy atmosphere is
complemented by warm serenity. A mat for
removing shoes and a cubby to store them in
is located at the entrance. In each of the studio rooms the mismatched mirrors, Buddha
figures and calming colors create a sense of
peacefulness.
The development of the studio started about
two years ago when the founders of both businesses learned about the Ice House project, an
effort to redevelop an old ice storage facility in
downtown Harrisonburg. They decided to take
advantage of the opportunity and move their
studios into the same suite.
“We consider ourselves roommates,”

Rebekah Budnikas, who owns Breathe Pilates,
said. Suzanne Perrine owns The Center, which
has grown into a well-established yoga studio
in downtown Harrisonburg.
The move only happened a month ago but
business has already benefitted the studios at
an impressive level because clients can now
cross over and take classes at both. More than
60 classes are offered a week, ranging from
introductory to advanced fitness levels. There
are even two massage therapists available at
the studio.
After a few years of running classes out of
her own home, Budnikas opened the original
Breathe Pilates studio near Clementine Cafe in
2013. She has since then doubled the floor space
and created one of the only places in town
with available pilates equipment training and
see BREATHE, page 7

THE ARBORETUM IS
FOR LOVERS

PM snow

24° / 17°
chance of snow: 90%

Blown away

Rolls Royce jet engines help supply
power to Harrisonburg

The Harrisonburg Electric Commission supplies power to the city of
Harrisonburg and has two jet engines that it uses as electrical turbines.
By WAYNE EPPS JR.
The Breeze

PAT OF THE DAY

TODAY WILL BE

Breathe Pilates guest instructor Chris Coate teaches a Pilates
class. The Pilates studio is owned by Rebekah Budnikas.

WAYNE EPPS JR. / THE BREEZE

”

A "when-I-am-withyou-there’s-no-placeI’d-rather-be" pat to the
Popeyes chicken tenders I had
for lunch. 		
From a customer who found
love in the Louisiana Kitchen.

TEDDY NELSON / THE BREEZE

DANIEL STEIN / THE BREEZE

Valentine’s Day horse-drawn carriage rides attract
residents and students to the arboretum.

LIFE | 7

When you flip the switch on
the air conditioning or heating, you might not expect that
aircraft technology is helping
keep you comfortable.
The Harrisonburg Electric
Commission, which supplies
power to Harrisonburg, including the JMU campus, has two
jet engines that it uses as electrical turbines.
One of the engines is located off Pleasant Valley Road,
south of JMU’s campus, and
the other is off Mount Clinton
Pike, north of JMU’s campus.
Non-descript from the road,

the machinery is housed in
what appears to be a large,
dark green shed. But opening
a latch reveals a large, gray,
20,000-horsepower monster
connected to a 15-megawatt
generator.
The technology provides
for a unique environment for
some of HEC’s staff.
“It used to be really noisy,”
Jarrett Clem, HEC manager of
generation operations said.
“It would sound just like a jet
engine at an airport.”
A muffler system installed
on the exhaust has cut down
50 to 60 percent of the noise.
The engines consume 900
see JET, page 4
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ACROSS
1 Ray Charles’
genre
6 “Thank God” day:
Abbr.
9 Swedish autos
14 Borden mascot
15 Cereal grain
16 Come from
behind
17 Teen’s budding
facial hair,
informally
19 Place for a perm
20 One of many in a
Lipton bag
22 Home buyer’s
debt: Abbr.
23 Ceases
26 Sister of Rachel
28 Distributes by
shares
29 Group nickname
for Ringwald,
Sheedy, Lowe,
Estevez et al.
33 “Let’s go!”
34 Name of 18
French kings
35 “Toto, __?”:
Dorothy
36 Caviar, e.g.
37 Country-drive view
39 Jam holder
40 Nonprofit URL
ending
41 Carpentry bit
42 Uncommon
43 Next-door
resident
45 Gabor with an
echoic name
47 Florida State
player, for short
48 Native
49 Living room piece
51 “No chance of
that happening!”
54 Relax, in slang
56 Speculation
leading up to a
February 22
awards
extravaganza
60 Open, as a jacket
61 Tex. clock setting
62 Theater offering
63 Takes a nap
64 Fancy carp
65 Former Steeler
star Lynn __, who
ran for governor
of Pennsylvania
in 2006
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By Garry Morse

DOWN
1 Sales agent
2 Bass brew
3 Govt. intel org.
4 Style of wording
5 Command
6 Hoops ref’s calls
7 Demolish, as a
building
8 Chichén __
9 Yearbook sect.
10 Road travel org.
freebie
11 Semiautobiographical
1979 Fosse film
12 Opinion website
13 “Auld Lang __”
18 Pool legend
Minnesota __
21 Natural aptitude
23 Wrinkle-resistant
synthetic
24 Author Leonard
25 Bubbly plumflavored drink
27 Online market for
handmade crafts
29 Dumb mistake
30 Penitent sort
31 Like a
woodworker’s
rasp
32 Seoul native
34 Toy block brand

Saturday’spuzzle
Puzzle Solved
Thursday’s
solved

©2015 Tribune Content Agency, LLC

37 Humorist Mort
who wrote jokes
for Kennedy
38 To the third power
42 Colorful postcloudburst
phenomenon
44 Hockey mask
wearer
45 Alcopop brand
46 Hurricanes, e.g.
48 Spiny desert
plants

2/16/15

49 Gulf War missile
50 “Don’t tell me!”
52 Relax on a
porch chair,
perhaps
53 Standard Oil
brand
55 Hi-fi platters
57 Charlottesville
sch.
58 Red or blush
wine, familiarly
59 Buddhist sect
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Same-sex marriage
proposed in Tokyo

Ukraine bombed
before cease-fire

Mexico denounces
killing of migrant

Beijing taps new
water source

Tribune News Service

Los Angeles Times

McClatchy Foreign Staff

McClatchy Foreign Staff

KIEV, Ukraine — Lethal shelling continued to rock towns in war-torn eastern
Ukraine late Saturday, in the hours
before a Sunday cease-fire began.
Seven Ukrainian troops were killed
and 23 were wounded in attacks by
pro-Russia separatists, according to
Ukrainian National Defense and Security Council spokesman Andriy Lysenko.
Twelve separatist fighters died and 40
were wounded, one of their military
commanders said.
In marathon negotiations in Minsk,
the capital of Belarus, leaders of Germany, France, Russia and Ukraine worked
out an agreement Thursday that would
halt fighting at 12:01 a.m. Sunday in eastern Ukraine. But in the hours leading
up to the cease-fire, at least two towns
were ravaged by shelling.
“The towns of Debaltseve and Shirokino are significantly destroyed and
many houses in them are on fire,” Maj.
Gen. Alexander Rozmaznin, Ukraine’s
envoy to the joint cease-fire monitoring commission, said in an interview.
“Thank God most civilian residents
have been already evacuated from
those places.”
“All through the day the separatists
were desperately trying to gain control
over more territory before the ceasefire, but to no avail,” Rozmaznin said.

MEXICO CITY — President Enrique Pena
Nieto lashed out Friday at what he called
the “disproportionate use of lethal force”
by police officers in Washington state that
led to the death of an unarmed Mexican
migrant.
Pena Nieto joined lawmakers in condemning the death of Antonio Zambrano
Montes, a 35-year-old orchard worker who
was slain by police officers in Pasco, Washington, on Tuesday. Video of the incident
shows an unarmed Zambrano with his
arms in the air slumping to the sidewalk
after police officers open fire from a short
distance away.
“I have ordered the Foreign Secretariat to
offer support to the family ... and to carefully
follow the investigation into this lamentable
and outrageous act,” Pena Nieto said.
Earlier in the day, the Chamber of Deputies, the lower house of Mexico’s Congress,
condemned the shooting of Zambrano as
an “act that outrages all Mexicans.”
“We voice our strongest condemnation
of these acts of police brutality,” a statement
from the leadership of the 500-seat legislative body said.
The statement followed a condemnation
issued late Thursday by Mexico’s Foreign
Secretariat, which accused Pasco police
officers of using “disproportionate” force
against Zambrano, who emigrated to the
United States 10 years ago.

BEIJING — Drinking water is flowing to Beijing from China’s controversial
south-north water project — enough to
fill 20,000 Olympic-size swimming pools
in the first six weeks, the city reported
Friday.
But concerns continue to swirl about
the project’s environmental and human
costs even as Beijing taps into a new water
source nearly 800 miles away.
The central route of the south-north
water project is China’s largest public
works undertaking since the Three Gorges Dam, and it’s similarly contentious. It
consists of a 400-foot-wide canal, aqueducts and other water works that stretch
798 miles to Beijing, starting at the Danjiangkou Reservoir in Henan province.
Environmentalists say the water diversions are sure to damage the ecology of
the Han and lower Yangtze rivers. Construction of the canal also prompted the
forced relocation of 100,000 people.
On Friday, city authorities offered the
first report on the project, reporting that
roughly 5 million residents of China’s
capital have been drinking water from
the Han River, a tributary of the mighty
Yangtze far to the south of Beijing, since
late December.

Marketing & Circulation
Coordinator

TOKYO — A central Tokyo district
could become the first in Japan to give
same-sex couples official recognition
pending approval by the local governad Designers
Caroline Davis
ment, media reported Thursday.
A plan by Tokyo’s Shibuya ward to
Adrienne Elias
issue certificates stating that couples
Kaitlyn Rocchiccioli
are in “relationships equivalent to marriage” will be brought to a vote in the
Download our
local assembly in March, the Kyodo News
mobile app at
agency reported.
breezejmu.org.
The draft is likely to be opposed by
assembly members who say it could
threaten traditional family values, Kyodo
said.
/TheBreezeJMU
Same-sex couples can face discrimination when living together or visiting
partners at hospitals on the grounds that
they are not seen as relatives.
Japan’s constitution effectively limits
marriage to an agreement between a man
@TheBreezeJMU
and a woman, stating that “marriage shall
be based only on the mutual consent of
both sexes.”
Last year, fashionable Shibuya ward,
population 217,000, formed a panel of
@breezejmu
experts and heard the opinions of lesbian,
gay, bisexual and transgender residents.
“We would like to address LGBT issues
from the viewpoint of aiming to realize a diverse society where differences
youtube.com/breezevideo are mutually accepted and respected,”
Shibuya mayor Toshitake Kuwahara said.
Mitchell Myers

Compiled from Tribune News
Service.

National news
Brian Williams faces
Obama’s request for war Marijuana crossing
more allegations of lying powers meets skepticism from Colorado borders

Mexican gray wolf
population growing

Los Angeles Times

McClatchy Washington Bureau

McClatchy Washington Bureau

Cronkite News

NEW YORK — A report on the Huffington Post
website Friday raised further doubts about another
Brian Williams war claim, specifically that he had
flown into Baghdad on April 9, 2003, with members
of SEAL Team 6. A spokesman for the SEALs, while
stopping short of rebutting the claim, said journalists are never embedded with a SEAL unit.
The report, which was picked up by other media
outlets Friday, is yet another addition to the growing
list of questions surrounding Williams’ claims made
over the last decade. On Tuesday, he was suspended
as anchor of “NBC Nightly News” without pay for six
months because he had falsely claimed to have been
onboard a helicopter in the early days of the war that
was brought down by a rocket-propelled grenade.
NBC News is continuing an ongoing internal
investigation into Williams’ reporting, but other
media outlets have continued their own, often
juxtaposing Williams’ claims made on talk shows
with accounts he made elsewhere — including on
“Nightly News.”

WASHINGTON — President Obama has
achieved the unexpected in Congress: a degree of
bipartisanship. There’s enough in his proposal for
war powers against ISIL for Democrats and Republicans to hate. Too restrictive on ground troops,
Republicans say. Overly broad language with no
endgame in sight, several Democrats and Republicans with libertarian streaks complain.
Obama’s authorization for use of military force
request against ISIL faces a rough go in a skeptical
Congress that appears in no hurry to act on it.
While most members of the House of Representatives and the Senate say they have the will to
address ISIL activities, they have serious doubts
about whether Obama’s authorization request is
the way to do it.
“There are many questions ... that need to be
asked about this authorization ... before the Congress can move forward,” said Sen. Roy Blunt, R-Mo.
“The principal question, however, will continue to
be: Do we have a strategy?”

SEATTLE, Wash. — When Colorado and Washington won permission from the U.S. Justice
Department to begin selling marijuana in retail
stores, the states promised to keep the drug inside
their borders.
It has not been easy for them to do so.
Even before Colorado opened its recreational
pot shops last year, when only medical marijuana
was legal, the state had a reputation as a top pot
exporter.
In 2013, 40 states intercepted marijuana that
came from Colorado, according to the Rocky
Mountain High Intensity Drug Trafficking Area program. While no final count has been released for
2014, there’s been no stop in the seizures.
In Washington, Michael Botticelli, who was confirmed Monday as the director of national drug
control policy, told the Senate Judiciary Committee
last week that an increase in cross-border trafficking of marijuana is now a “serious concern,” and
that he wants to fight it.

PHOENIX — From the 1970s until 1998,
not a single Mexican gray wolf roamed the
Southwest.
Now there are more 100 of them in Arizona
and New Mexico, the U.S. Fish and Wildlife
Service announced.
Benjamin Tuggle, the agency’s southwest
regional director, said the Mexican Wolf Interagency Field Team has counted 109 of the
wolves in Arizona and New Mexico.
He added there may still be more uncounted
in the latest winter survey.
Tuggle said this is the largest number of
wolves since reintroduction of the wolf to the
region began in 1998.
“The Mexican wolf experimental population
has come a long way,” he said. “I would say
that we’ve been successful in saving the Mexican wolf from the brink of extinction.”
Compiled from Tribune News Service.
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JMU looks to change perception on unhealthy eating
Dietetics professor Virginia Quick to present research on eating disorders and restrictive dieting among young adults
By SAMANTHA ELLIS
The Breeze

Here in the United States, 20 million women
and 10 million men will suffer from an eating
disorder at some point in their lives.
February is Eating Disorder Awareness
Month, commemorated by programs regarding
health and body image at JMU. One of them,
titled “What’s Eating You?” will feature assistant
dietetics professor Virginia Quick, who will present her research on eating disorders in young
adults at the Health and Human Services building on Tuesday night.
“There was some interest in someone coming out to discuss what’s out there in terms of
what we know about eating disorders,” Quick
said. “I’ve actually done quite a bit of research
on disordered eating and body dissatisfaction
in teens and young adults.”
Quick also plans to discuss the risks and protective factors surrounding the development of
eating disorders, with an emphasis on the fact
that they become more difficult to treat with
time.
“I hope what people take away from this presentation is that eating disorders are neither a
choice nor a lifestyle,” Veronica Jones, assistant
director of marketing and communication at the
Student Success Center, said. “It’s a serious illness that needs to be treated.”
Quick, like many, grew up following restrictive
eating patterns and knew she wanted to help end
it.
“I’ve always had an interest in the field
of disordered eating, having played a lot of
sports in high school I ran into it a lot,” Quick
said. “From that, after becoming a registered
see body, page 4

photo illustration by mark owen /THE BREEZE

In the U.S. alone, 20 million women and 10 million men will suffer from an eating disorder during their lives. Assistant dietetics professor
Virginia Quick researches eating disorders in young adults and will present her findings tomorrow at an event called “What’s Eating You?”

Career in rockets takes off
Math and statistics professor’s past employers include Rolls Royce and Orbital

In Brief
jmu

JMU nursing
receives
recognition
On Feb. 7, the JMU Nursing Student Association
received recognition at the
annual Virginia Nursing Students’ Association (VNSA)
convention at the University
of Virginia, according to Talia
Startsman, JMU NSA’s public
relations director.
The organization, as a
whole, won the “Most Active
Constituency” award.
Hollie Sandone, JMU NSA’s
president and senior nursing
major, was named the Virginia
Student Nurse of the Year.
Assistant professor Melissa
Leisen won the Faculty Appreciation award.
Four JMU students will
serve on VNSA’s new board of
directors: junior Amy ProiettiFox as second vice-president,
junior Tianna Groulx as historian, junior Brianna Haley
as nominations and elections
chair and junior Miranda
Woodson as treasurer.

daniel stein /THE BREEZE

Caroline Lubert, a professor of mathematics and statistics, discusses her past occupations at Jaguar, Rolls Royce and British
Petroleum during Thursday night’s presentation at Wilson Hall titled, “When I Grow Up I Want to be a Rocket Scientist.”
By Kayla rini
The Breeze

Whoever coined the phrase, “It’s not
rocket science,” never spent a day with
mathematics and statistics professor
Caroline Lubert.
Lubert presented “When I Grow Up
I Want to be a Rocket Scientist,” in Wilson Hall last Thursday night and covered
many areas involving her work in rocket
science.
In the presentation, Lubert said she
“accidentally” got into the field while
attending the University of Exeter in
England.
“I’ve always loved science since I was
a little girl but I never got into space and
rockets until I went for my Ph.D. in engineering at University of Exeter,” Lubert
said.
There, she worked with a colleague
and studied aero-acoustics, the study of
the noise produced by jets and rockets.
Lubert is particularly interested in
how that specific noise is created and
how to lessen its volume.
At JMU, there’s an acoustics lab under
Burruss Hall where Lubert studies the
vibroacoustics, or vibrations caused by
noise.

Currently Lubert is working with six of
her students in the lab, where they conduct sound experiments in an anechoic
chamber, which is a room designed to
absorb reflections of sound and electromagnetic waves.

“I’ve always loved science
since I was a little girl
but I never got into
space and rockets
until I went for my
Ph.D. in engineering at
University of Exeter.”
Caroline Lubert

professor of mathematics
and statistics

Lubert has worked for car companies such as Jaguar and Rolls Royce, as
well as British Petroleum, where she
helped create the “sawtooth sleeve,” an
invention to make the flare of the oil rig

quieter.
Lubert has collaborated with the
Orbital Sciences Corporation on investigating the acoustical vibrations from
rocket launches.
Orbital is one of two private companies that NASA allows to utilize
the International Space Station. Since
NASA focuses its work on deep space
exploration, the two private companies use the station for rocket launches
themselves.
“Our first rocket launch was last
January and it was great to be there, to
observe,” Lubert said.
The most recent rocket launch was
in October 2014 and was unsuccessful
due to a problem in one of the engines.
The loss of equipment cost $200
million and the cost of damage to the
launch pad was $20 million.
According to Lubert, the root cause of
the engine failure will never be known,
but it’s important for their many tests
and studies to help prevent something
like it from happening again.
“Of course in this science field there
is always room for errors but we learn
from them,” Lubert said.
see rocket, page 4

Community
dialogue to be
held on Saturday
JMU’s Institute for Constr uctive Advo cac y and
Dialogue (ICAD) will be hosting the second “Students as
Neighbors” community dialogue on Saturday, Feb. 21,
according to the city of Harrisonburg’s Public Information
Officer Mary-Hope Vass.
The event, which will take
place from 10 a.m. to 12:30
p.m. will be in the Student
Success Center on the JMU
campus.
The conversation, “Engaging for Sustainable Solutions,”
hopes to bring JMU and the
Harrisonburg community
together by allowing them to
strengthen their relationship
by coming up with solutions
to various issues the community is facing.
“We hope this event will
bring together students,
residents, city officials and
JMU staff and faculty who
are interested in collaborating and addressing issues
in a way that helps us learn
from one another and shape
our community,” Lori Britt,
director of ICAD and Campus

Community Civic Collaborative (4C) said. “We want
people to dream and then dig
in and figure out how to move
from dreaming to doing.”
The first event, “Students as
Neighbors: Sharing and Shaping Community,’” was held
in November and allowed
participants to express their
thoughts about the role that
JMU students have as neighbors in the Harrisonburg
community.
In this next forum, five areas
of concern that were brought
up in the first discussion will
serve as focus points. Individuals will get into breakout
sessions where they will envision an ideal future and shape
and create goals that will lead
to positive action.
Groups will then come
together to discuss potential solutions in a debriefing
session.
Interested individuals are
encouraged to register for
the discussion at jmu.edu/
SANforum, or can learn more
information by contacting
the forum’s Marketing Director Courtney Herb at herbcc@
dukes.jmu.edu.

Madison Vision
Series features
political theorist
Political theorist, attorney,
advocate and author Michael
Signer will be presenting his
lecture “Statesmanship for
Troubled Times: Leadership
Lessons from James Madison,”
as part of the Madison Vision
Series, according to the JMU
Office of Public Affairs.
At the event, which will take
place on Feb. 19 at 3:30 p.m.
in the Madison Union Ballroom, Signer will present his
book “Demagogue: The Fight
to Save Democracy from Its
Worst Enemies.” It was inspired
by Signer’s concern for American leadership and a “broken”
Congress.
Signer, who is currently the
managing principal of Madison Law & Strategy Group,
hopes to strengthen democracy, which he began with a
dissertation at the University
of California at Berkeley. He
has also served as the Virginia voter protection director
for the John Kerry presidential campaign, John Edward’s
national security adviser and
senior strategist for Tom Perriello’s congressional campaign.
The Madison Vision Series
hopes to cultivate an informed
and engaged citizenry and
reflects on the continuing relevance of the thoughts and
beliefs of the Founding Fathers,
especially James Madison.
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JET | Turbine engines aren’t expected to be used again until July or August
from front

gallons of diesel fuel per hour when in use. HEC
keeps a 30,000-gallon tank on site for each of
the engines. The engines suck in air on one side,
compress it and blow it out to a generator on the
other side to produce power.
Each of turbines are Rolls-Royce Avon 1533
models built in the ’60s and ’70s. They were
never used for flight and were always intended
to either turn generators or pump natural gas
through pipelines.
The unit at Pleasant Valley Road was transported from Canada to Harrisonburg in 1996, and the
one at Mount Clinton Pike came from Texas in
1999. The total cost of buying, transporting, assembling and installing both engines was $4.9 million.
At each site is a separate control room with a
large computer interface. From the time the start
button is pushed there, the engines can be fully
running in about 15 minutes.
However, the engines are now run rather infrequently. At first they were used to reduce peak
demand so HEC, which gets electricity from
Dominion Virginia Power, could crank them up
to lower their electrical bill.
The Virginia Municipal Electrical Association,
which includes Harrisonburg and other nearby
areas such as Manassas, Culpepper, Elkton and
Danville, buys power from Dominion. The group
decided that the turbines would be the best system for the group financially, for reducing peak

demand. There is a third jet turbine in Manassas.
But a 2011 contract with Dominion ended that.
Now the turbines can only be run when Dominion
tells them to. They’re used to alleviate the demand
on the larger East Coast power grid.
“They’re looking at all the other power plants
that are generating electricity,” HEC engineer Zach
Nyce said. “And if they’re getting constrained, or
there’s other things on the system that are constraining the system, then they call for these other
little pockets of generation to help reduce the
overall load.”
Dominion calls when there are extreme hot
or cold weather conditions, as customers are
running more cooling and heating systems. The
engines were last run the second week of January, but Clem said that they probably won’t be run
again until July or August.
Still, HEC keeps close tabs on the machinery. The windings in the generators are kept
at about 85 to 93 degrees to make sure they’re
ready to go. Each of the sites are checked Monday through Friday to make sure there aren’t
any leaks and that the heaters are working. HEC
also does a test run on the turbines every two
months.
When the turbines were first brought in the
1990s, representatives from Rolls-Royce did
some training. Other than that, it was mostly
learning on the job — the turbines don’t require
any special aircraft background to maintain or
operate.

wayne epps Jr. /THE BREEZE

The turbines are located at this site on Pleasant Valley Road. The machines are tested every two months,
and the cost of buying, transporting, assembling and installing both of the engines was $4.9 million.

“We were fortunate to have some employees
that were very mechanically inclined,” HEC general manager Brian O’Dell said. “[They] were
quick learners.”
Clem said that the turbines can be rebuilt to
a state almost like new every five to 10 years.
Moving forward, Clem said that he hopes HEC

can continue using the machinery they have for
15 to 20 more years.
“The equipment’s like new,” Clem said. “We
keep it up.”
contact Wayne Epps Jr. at
breezesports@gmail.com.

chbs | Faculty and architects collaborated on design of building’s lab space
from front

two new spaces for nutrition, and
speech and hearing, which many faculty members are excited to use.
“We’re really cramped. I actually didn’t even have a dedicated lab
space … my first year [here] because
there wasn’t a space available,” said
Stacey Pavelko, associate professor of communication sciences and
disorders and director of clinical
education for CHBS. “So, I’ve been
fortunate that local schools and preschools and daycares have been very
welcoming and I’ve been able to do
my research off-site, but it will be nice
to have the capacity to do what I really
want to do on campus.”
Pavelko had a hand in designing
her future lab space.
“I designed it in collaboration with
another faculty member who has very
similar needs in terms of research
that I do,” Pavelko said. “She and I sat
down and were able to … discuss and
come up with something that would
work for both of us, and allow both
of us some future growth, which is
incredible.”
Specifically, Pavelko designed the
new lab space with her clients in
mind.
“Right now I [work primarily] in the
areas of assessment and diagnostics,
and I have some ideas about intervention,” Pavelko said. “These rooms
are bigger so it would allow me to
have a couple of small children and
be able to provide some intervention.
I don’t have room to test one child, let
alone be working with three of them

sam taylor /THE BREEZE

The steel skeleton of JMU’s future building is positioned along Martin Luther King, Jr. Way. The building is scheduled for
completion in June 2016. The new structure will have six floors, four separate departments, and classrooms throughout.

or four of them. With the new building, with my new lab space, there will
be spaces available to do that.”
This type of collaboration between
faculty and the architects is part of
what Lovell thinks will set the building apart from others.
“Something I’m really pleased
about is how involved the faculty
were in the design of the building …

Body | Disorders are
complex and vary in cause
from page 3

dietician, I knew I wanted to do as
much as I could to prevent these
conditions from happening in the
public.”
While the general public criticizes
mainstream media based on the idea
that they perpetuate eating disorders, Jones knows it isn’t that simple.
“The media gets a lot of blame for
this, and I’m not saying they help the
matter, but it isn’t fair to pin everything on just that,” Jones said. “Eating
disorders are incredibly complex,
and are caused by a range of different issues.”

there was a lot of collaborative work
in the design, collaboration among
the architects and all of our programs
in the college,” Lovell said. “And
that’s why it’s such a well-designed
building.”
The expanded lab spaces will also
allow the nursing department to
improve their technological capabilities for their students, something that

is impossible in the current building
due to lack of space.
“Our entire nursing department
moved out of [ISAT/HHS] over to
Burruss because we just didn’t have
room for everyone, and they’ve had
to just adapt to the space as it was
there,” Lovell said. “We’re going to
have an additional space for nursing in comparison to what they have

now, that allows them to do a different kind of simulation learning for the
students … they’re going to be able
to do some really nice things in their
teaching labs.”
The building will have six floors,
housing four departments and the
dean’s office. There will be classrooms throughout the building,
including several larger classrooms
on the ground floor.
The speech and hearing lab will be
on the first floor, easily accessible to the
public to allow for testing. There will
also be plenty of study space available.
“We’ve tried to make it a place
where people will want to be, where
they’ll be excited about learning and
where their learning will be facilitated,” Lovell said.
In terms of the exterior, the building will be clad in familiar bluestone,
metal paneling and concrete, and
blend in with the surrounding
buildings.
The spaces left in ISAT/HHS won’t
go to waste, either. According to
Lovell, labs for the engineering program, faculty offices and well-designed
teaching spaces will be added for other
programs.
Overall, Lovell is confident the building will benefit students, faculty and the
community.
“We want to be more visible and
we believe that that location will help
… and therefore draw in the public
to some of the things we need to do,”
Lovell said.
contact Alyssa Miller at
mille7aa@dukes.jmu.edu.

rocket | Lubert has high hopes that

humans will return to the moon in a few years

Quick said. “If we can try to prevent that early on, as this can lead
to something more severe, that’s
where I’d like to come in.”
While Quick looks forward to presenting her years worth of valuable
research, she hopes to create a conversation in which the audience is
comfortable.
“It’s going to be kind of informal,”
Quick said. “I look forward to getting
some feedback from the individuals
that come to the presentation.”
While women are likely to suffer
from eating disorders, Jones wants
students to gain an understanding
of the pain they all endure.

“What’s eating
you?”
Cost: Free
Date: Tuesday, Feb. 17

daniel stein /THE BREEZE

Time: 6 p.m.

Professor Caroline Lubert studies in an acoustics lab in Burruss Hall with six of her students. She and her students perform
many sound experiments in a special echo-free chamber, which absorbs reflections of sounds and electromagnetic waves.

Where: HHS 1302

from page 3

Quick notes that disordered eating is prevalent on the majority of
college campuses, including JMU.
“A lot of eating disorders maybe
go undiagnosed as a mental condition such as anorexia nervosa
or bulimia nervosa, but there are a
lot of body image issues and use of
unhealthy weight control products,”

“Very often, we associate eating disorders with a certain race, a
certain gender, a certain socioeconomic status,” Jones said. “That isn’t
the case. They can happen to anybody for any number of reasons.”
contact Samantha Ellis
at ellissl@dukes.jmu.edu.

Lubert also discussed the history of space exploration.
She started the discussion with the history of the first
rocket satellite, Sputnik, which launched into space in
1957. She also discussed the space race between the U.S.
and Russia in the 1960s to the ’70s, as well as the first moon
landing in 1969.
The presentation was sponsored by the John C. Wells
Planetarium, and hosted 200 Harrisonburg residents, JMU
students and faculty members. Gracy Hynes, a freshman
English major, said the topics covered were fascinating
and the professor made the topics approachable.

“I’m not a science person but Dr. Lubert made the subject very easy to understand,” Hynes said.
John Malick, a senior psychology major, discovered fascinating new information about rockets during the event.
“I had no idea rockets are launched at an angle of 10
degrees, instead of straight up in the air,” Malick said.
As the lecture came to an end, Lubert shared thoughts
about humankind’s future in space.
“Humans will go back to the moon but not quite yet to
Mars,” Lubert said. “We’ve come a long way since the first
small step for man and still have ways to go.”
contact Kayla Rini at rinikm@dukes.jmu.edu.
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(Duke) Dog Days

Kelsey Harding / The Breeze

BAMA-RAMA
Two columnists discuss our president’s actions with ISIL and social media
Kevan Hulligan | the war room

Rachel Petty | Petty for your thoughts

It’s definitely time to do vague statements that need hard answers and clarity
something, but how much is before we commit any of our armed forces to the fight.
enough? What should our level Limits need to be placed to ensure that we don’t end
of involvement be? These are up in another long and costly war in the Middle East.
the questions that plague me in
This is not to suggest, however, that I don’t want any
the wake of President Obama’s forces combating ISIL. On the contrary, I think that
proposal to Congress requesting a proportional force, aided by air support, should be
authority to utilize our military dispatched alongside Iraqi soldiers to rid their land of
to combat the Islamic State of this hideous group. Syria can take care of the problem
Iraq and the Levant (ISIL).
within their own borders, but keeping it out of Iraq
Before I go into what I think is wrong about the and containing it would be the best solution.
proposal, I want to begin with an emphatic throatSome have suggested that we continue to fund
clearing. ISIL must be destroyed, and I don’t think and arm militias in the region in order to combat
it’s hard to see why. They are a barbaric, theocratic ISIL without committing any of our own forces to the
fascist organization that must be ground
ground. The Kurdish forces have notainto dust and swept into the trash bin of
bly put up a strong fight against ISIL
forces in Iraq. Other militias, many
history.
If we should
Shia and some Sunni Muslims have
It’s leader, Abu Bakr al-Baghdadi, who
be working
has the sheer nerve to call himself Caliph
banded together in opposition.
with anyone
(or successor to the Prophet Muhammad)
My only hesitation to this would
be that funding militant groups has
should be captured and put on trial for
besides Iraq,
crimes against humanity by the internaoften come back to bite us many times
we should
tional Criminal Court.
throughout history.
All this being said, I firmly believe that
If we should be working with anyone
be
working
Obama’s proposal — which focuses on
besides Iraq, we should be working
with Jordan.
with Jordan. Its military has started
airstrikes — leaves way too much power
unchecked, and that we should be acting
going on the offensive ever since ISIL
with an international coalition to defeat
burned a Jordanian pilot alive in a
ISIL. A good bit of my reluctance to supsmall cage.
port the proposal as it stands comes from
With a modern, disciplined military
the phrase that said “… enduring offensive ground and proper infrastructure, Jordan is a great ally to have
combat operations.” This language has been criticized in this fight.
by Democrats in Congress, while Republicans worry
Nobody wants another quagmire in Iraq, especially
that other parts of the authorization would inhibit the after the long and arduous struggle to end the wars in
Pentagon’s operations.
Afghanistan and Iraq.
If there’s one thing that politicians know how
That’s why we need authorization with proper lanto do, it’s taking advantage of vague wording in guage and strong allies in order to stomp out ISIL and
legislation. What qualifies as “enduring” under bring back stability.
this authorization? What qualifies as “offensive?”
Does this authorization of force extend to the next Kevan Hulligan is a senior political science
major. Contact Kevan at hulligkx@dukes.jmu.
administration?
There are way too many unanswered questions and edu.

In an era where scholarships. These scholarships will be
political figures are available to the graduates of Mott Hall, and
now celebrities, criti- Vidal will be the first recipient.
cism falls on more
So where does Obama come in? He invitthan just decisions on ed Vidal, Ms. Lopez and Stanton to the Oval
war and taxes.
Office for a little chat. He offered words of
I see some peo- encouragement and inspiration and let
ple posting on social them ask him personal questions. This
media that they love act is tremendously humane, and goes to
Obama and others show that no matter your political opinion,
posting that they hate him.
Obama has a heart. And a
I tend to ignore these posts
big one at that.
because I believe that everyIf you don’t
This act alone did not
one is entitled to their own
solidify my realization that
agree
with
opinions.
Obama is a good person,
Obama’s political but it definitely triggered it.
Within the past few weeks,
a photo taken by Brandon
Something else I recently
opinions, that’s
Stanton — the face behind the
read about Obama caught
completely fine.
“Humans of New York” blog —
my eye.
became very popular. Pictured
On Sunday, Feb. 8,
All
I’m
saying
is a 13-year-old boy named
Obama inspired viewers of
is he’s a good
Vidal Chastanet from Brownsthe Grammys with a mesville, Brooklyn, a low-income
sage about how rape is not
person, and
OK and has to stop.
and high-crime rate neighwe should be
borhood in New York. He told
This statement is undeStanton that his principal, Ms.
niable, but to have a
appreciative
president care enough
Lopez, has influenced him the
of that.
to speak out about it is
most in his life.
The photo touched many
incredible.
people and Stanton continThe Grammys attract
ued to talk to Vidal and visit
many viewers and the
his school, Mott Hall Bridges
White House’s “It’s On Us”
Academy. Vidal’s family, Lopez and oth- campaign is something that should defiers from Brownsville were pictured on nitely be well-known.
the blog. A campaign was started to raise
If you don’t agree with Obama’s political
money to send students of the academy opinions, that’s completely fine. All I’m sayon tours of Harvard, which Lopez says will ing is he’s a good person, and we should be
help them realize that they belong.
appreciative of that.
The reaction was outstanding and over
$1 million has been raised for The Vidal Rachel Petty is a sophomore media
Scholarship Fund, which will go toward arts and design major. Contact Rachel
trips to Harvard, summer programs and at pettyrb@dukes.jmu.edu.

A “let’s-be-real-for-a-moment” dart to
those who were talking about saving money
by reclassifying the Marching Royal Dukes.
Someone at this school spends money
leaving the lights on for empty fields all over
campus, but for some reason the lights shut
off on the MRDs during practice. If you fixed
that, a large chunk of someone’s budget
would be saved.
From a senior who’s so tired of your
political shuffling of cards to meet budgets
and thinks you should look at where you’re
actually spending money.
Darts & Pats are anonymously submitted and printed on a space-available basis.
Submissions creatively depict a given situation, person or event and do not necessarily reflect the truth.

Submit Darts & Pats at breezejmu.org

Editorial
Policies
The Breeze
1598 S. Main Street
Harrisonburg, VA 22801
breezeopinion@gmail.com

The Breeze welcomes and encourages readers to voice their opinions
through letters and guest columns. Letters must be no longer than 250
words. Guest columns must be no more than 650 words.
The Breeze reserves the right to edit submissions for length, grammar and
if material is libelous, factually inaccurate or unclear. The Breeze assumes
the rights to any published work. Opinions expressed in this page, with the
exception of editorials, are not necessarily those of The Breeze or its staff.
Letters and guest columns should be submitted in print or via e-mail
and must include name, phone number, major/year if author is a current
student (or year of graduation), professional title (if applicable) and place
of residence if author is not a JMU student.

A “way-to-go” pat to the JMU men’s
rugby team for winning the Plate at the
Collegiate Division of the USA Rugby Sevens
Tournament in Las Vegas.
From a big fan of No. 10.
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A delayed “stop-exploiting-a-complexsituation” dart to Jasmine Rand’s
appearance on campus.
From someone who thinks that just
because a black individual is shot by a white
male doesn’t instantly make it a hate crime.
Although I’m sure you make a profit off
feeding into this common sentiment with your
speaking tour.
A “zim-zam-hot-damn” pat to a group of
awesome ladies on campus.
From Martha Foote Crow (’11), who is
reliving her glory days at JMU by following
your antics on Instagram.
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Lauren Hunt | The Breeze

Catcalling isn’t OK
Harassing women on the side of the road is despicable
My Wednesdays are stressful enough. I get hours later I’m still upset over it and shaking
up four hours before my first class to go to as I tell my roommates.
work and leave just in time to get my spot in
There are at least 50 crew members who
the lot by Greenberry’s and hustle to class.
walk to their cars to get lunch, so like anyone
Now I can add getting catcalled to that list. else would do, I put my head down, turn as
The first time it happened, I tried to brush red as a tomato and try not to cry as I hurry
it off the best I could. At least I
past the rest of the crew and
wasn’t by myself.
into view of other people on
I usually get to my spot
I shouldn’t
South Main Street, or as I
around noon, right when the
like to call them, witnesses.
have
to
beg
I’m sure not all of them see
construction crews working on
my friends to
the Grace Street housing project
women as pieces of meat,
but as they say, “One bad
go on their lunch break, so I’m
walk me to
apple will ruin the whole
left to swim upstream through
my car across
a flow of older men.
bushel.”
It was one of those nice days
So, for those that may not
campus
in
broad
a few weeks ago so I had on a
understand the difference
daylight because between a compliment and
T-shirt and a light sweater. A
friend happened to be with
a catcall, let me explain the
I’m scared.
difference.
me and we were still a few feet
away from crossing the railroad
Compliment: Let’s say
tracks when the arms started to
we meet in a class and you
go down, so naturally we ran
ask me out for coffee. I say
the last little way so we didn’t get caught by yes, so there must be some sort of interest
the train.
there. We’re sitting in a coffee shop, chatting
As we made it to the sidewalk, one of the and laughing and you call me beautiful. I’ll
workers smiled at me and said, “Get it, girl.” probably blush and say thank you and I
“What did he say?” my friend asked.
won’t be able to stop telling my friends the
“Oh, nothing,” I told my friend. “He’s just next day because I’m into you.
being a jerk.” And that was that. I tried not
When it’s not a compliment: I’m alone
to let it creep into my thoughts the rest of and just trying to walk to class in a coat
that’s zipped up all the way to my neck
the day.
But when you’re alone, it’s a completely and you look at me like I’m an object. I’m
surrounded by strangers and I’m flushed
different story.
On my way to class a week later I ran into because I’m trying not to cry.
the same man, who’s at least 20 years older
I shouldn’t have to beg my friends to
and several inches taller than me.
walk me to my car across campus in broad
“Such a beautiful young lady,” he said.
daylight because I’m scared. But the sad,
“Mmm,” his friend agreed.
sad truth is, there won’t be a remedy until
I’m sure they thought it was a compliment. men can begin to distinguish what’s a
I didn’t. I didn’t feel warm or welcome. I felt compliment and what isn’t.
scared.
They probably thought about it for the Lauren Hunt is a junior media arts
next 10 steps before they started to talk and design major. Contact Lauren at
about what they would get for lunch. Yet, 12 breezearts@gmail.com.

SPACES
FILLLING
FAST
FOR FALL
2015

Mariah Chamberlin | guest columnist

What controls you?
Technology’s taking over our lives and it needs to stop

APPLY TODAY &

Marshal Riggs / The Breeze

The mannequin in this display at Rose Library shows how blindfolded we are by our technologies.

Ever look at all the zombies that what’s in the real world. We’re even
are running around on campus? Not masking our dreams. Studies show that
actual zombies — you.
people are sleep texting.
The display I’ve created at Rose
That’s right — teens and young
Library notes how controlled we adults are reaching for their phones
are by the little devices we hold in during the night, firing off messages,
our hands. We have cell phones and waking up with no recollection of
their actions.
handcuffed to ourselves
and headphones sewed
Teens spend 53 hours per
to our ears.
Technology
week engaged with some
form of electronic media,
Technology is simply
is now
a tool and nothing more.
according to a study by the
holding our
Yet, often times it makes
Kaiser Family Foundation.
or breaks our lives.
Whether awake or asleep,
emotions
technology is monitoring
Confused yet? When
at our
was the last time
our lives.
someone texted you back
Our problems have
fingertips.
with a short response,
drifted from parents having
and in your mind they
us on a leash, boyfriends or
“had a tone” with you?
girlfriends controlling us,
How about when you
our bosses telling us what
saw your friend’s latest Instagram to do, teachers assigning us work, to
post from Hawaii, looking completely now … a phone, computer or tablet.
glamorous of course, and began to look Next time you are overwhelmed with
at your pathetic, boring life?
your day, just think — what controls
Technology is now holding our you?
emotions at our fingertips.
Society controls technology. We’re Mariah Chamberlin is a senior
letting technology blindfold us from kinesiology major. Contact Mariah
reality. Maybe it’s a good way to mask at chambemj@dukes.jmu.edu.

SAVE

$150
WITH REDUCED FEES
SOUTHVIEWJM.COM
1070 Lois Lane • 540.432.0600
Fees subject to change. Limited time only. See office for details.
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fifty shades of seduction
Read our ‘Fifty Shades of Grey’ movie and soundtrack reviews on page 8.
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A romantic evening

Arboretum hosts annual Valentine’s Day carriage rides through gardens despite early evening snow

Daniel Stein / the breeze

Families and couples enjoy carriage rides on Saturday evening. The Edith J. Carrier Arboretum and Botanical Gardens hired a horse-drawn carriage company from Staunton, Virginia.
By Andrea Croft
contributing writer

Hooves clack against chilled pavement as
a white, hooded carriage is pulled gracefully
through a moonlit, snow-laden forest by a team
of two large, black Clydesdale horses.
Snow flutters silently among the trees as
the sun begins to set, darkening the sky. As the
ride comes to an end, the previous passengers
depart, faces glowing, as another couple climbs
up into the horse-drawn carriage to enjoy the
beauty of love and nature together.
Going on a tradition of six years, the Edith
J. Carrier Arboretum and Botanical Gardens
teamed up with Staunton’s Classic Carriage
company to extend a magical Valentine’s Day
experience at JMU’s Arboretum.
For Ashley Cummings and Justin Roehl, a
couple who moved to Harrisonburg in September, the ride provided the perfect atmosphere
for Saturday.
“We don’t come from a rural area,” Cummings, a native New Yorker, said. “But we love
the mountains and outdoor activities. I saw it
on the website and told Justin. It seemed like an
interesting and fun thing to do to get to know

the area.”
Just before their carriage ride, the weather surprised the arboretum’s Valentine’s Day guests
when snow began covering the forest paths.
But even the snow didn’t dampen the guests’
romantic spirits.

“Some lines back up way
before we get there. The most
rewarding thing is teaching
people about the horses
— their history and where
they came from and such.”
Matt Hickey

owner of Classic Carriage,
a horse carriage company
from Staunton, Virginia

“We weren’t anticipating a blizzard outside,”
Roehl said in regard to the snowfall preceding
their ride. “[Cummings] got really excited about
the snow. It makes it even more romantic.”

Part of the revenue collected by the event goes
toward maintenance to keep the arboretum in
top shape, according to Gail Turnbull, assistant
director of the arboretum.
“Early in my hiring, the director and I discussed ideas to make revenue for the upkeep of
the arboretum. We depend on the revenue from
our events to keep the arboretum beautiful for
the public,” Turnbull said. “And we thought carriage rides would be a wonderful way to provide
that need.”
Another part of the revenue is divided up to
provide woodchips for trails, remove dead trees,
trim healthy trees and provide for the planting of
new flowers and other greenery. Along with the
carriage rides, the guests have the opportunity
to experience what the arboretum staff calls a
“dark sky” experience. While the trees are still
bare, riders may enjoy the open night sky like
never before.
And while the beautiful, natural spectacle the
arboretum provides is a highlight, it’s only half
of the appeal the attraction affords. The experience of the carriage ride itself brings riders a
charm all its own.
see carriage, page 8

breathe | Yoga and Pilates studio offers more than 60 classes a week
from front

exercise and I love to make people love exercise also. I’m so lucky
because I’m 27 and I found what I
advanced barre classes.
“Barre is the biggest fitness trend want to do for the rest of my life.”
of the year,” Budnikas said.
Mason met Budnikas while she
Barre is a choreographed form of was taking classes at Breathe. At
exercise that can help with stretch- that time, Mason was teaching
ing in yoga as well as the breathing group fitness classes at UREC. Budwork needed for Pilates. People nikas thought she would be a great
who practice barre use a ballet- addition to her team of instructors.
style handrail to keep balance
“We’ve been really blessed,” said
while simultaneously working on Budnikas. “Some really talented
flexibility and muscular strength.
people have landed in the studio.”
Another type of training offered
Another one of these talents is
at the studio is TRX (total body JMU alumnus Taylor Evans, who
resistance exercise). Developed also teaches yoga at JMU and The
in 2005 by a Navy SEAL, this type Center.
of training involves using a strap to
“One of the benefits of yoga is
suspend the user, allowing his or that you become a morning person, sometimes,”
her own body weight
Evans said as he
to do the work. No
lifted his foot to eye
lifting weights or “Instructing is
level and removed
machinery is needed.
the best thing
Some of Harrisona speck of dirt. “And
in the whole
burg’s most qualified
you can check your
instructors teach
toes while standing.”
entire world.
classes at Breathe
Those who pracTeaching people tice yoga, known
and The Center, and
quite a few of them
as “yogis,” do it to
and inspiring
improve flexibility
are JMU alumni. One
them to do
of Breathe’s instrucand get in touch with
tors, Keala Mason,
the body.
what I love to
earned her bach“You walk out of
do is incredible. a yoga class feeling
elor’s and master’s
degrees in kinesiololighter, feeling more
I actually just
gy from JMU in 2010
energized, feeling
quit my fulland 2012 respectivemore whole,” Mason
ly. TRX and barre are
said.
time job so I
her “main bread and
The general work
could be a fullatmosphere at the
butter” at the studio,
is filled with
but she occasionally
time instructor.” studio
passionate instructeaches yoga as well.
tors who take great
“Instructing is
Keala Mason
pride in what they
the best thing in the
’12 alumna and
do and value the
whole entire world,”
instructor at
e x p e r i e n c e t hat
Mason said. “TeachBreathe Pilates
ing people and
their clients get from
inspiring them to do
the classes. Budnikas has committed
what I love to do is
her life to teaching
incredible. I actually
just quit my full-time job so I could Pilates and feels that her time is
best spent in the studio teaching
be a full-time instructor.”
There’s hardly a sedentary other people how to better their
moment in Mason’s life. When lives with fitness.
she’s not instructing at Breathe,
“It’s a joy every day to see people
she also teaches yoga classes at The learn about their bodies,” Budnikas
Nest, a yoga and fitness studio, and said.
Hot Yoga Harrisonburg.
“Exercise is a huge part of my Contact Julia Nelson at
lifestyle,” Mason said. “I love nelso2je@dukes.jmu.edu.

teddy nelson / the breeze

Breathe Pilates guest instructor Chris Coate teaches a Pilates Mat class. The studio shares a
space with yoga studio The Center in the Ice House downtown, hosting over 60 classes a week.
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Not everything is black and white
courtesy of tribune news service

Jamie Dornan (left) plays wealthy entrepreneur Christian Grey and Dakota Johnson plays 21-year-old college senior Anastasia Steele in the new blockbuster “Fifty Shades of Grey.” Steeped in controversy over the
portrayal of BDSM relationships, “Fifty Shades of Grey” had the biggest President’s Day weekend box office opening in history, bringing in $81.7 million in its first weekend, despite boycotts over the controversial BDSM.

‘Fifty Shades of Grey’ misses the bullseye with the movie but hits the mark with the soundtrack
the movie

the music

By Leah Poulliot
The Breeze

hearing a lot of positive or negative thoughts
and not much middle ground. Many
people were excited to see this steamy film.
However, others refused due to the movie’s
While the roads of Harrisonburg were
appropriation of abusive relationships. Grey
covered in white snow this Valentine’s Day,
is portrayed as someone who had a rough
the theaters focused on a different color:
start in life and it’s revealed that he was
grey. Anastasia Steele, played by Dakota
introduced to this “lifestyle” by his mother’s
Johnson, is a 21-year-old senior in college.
friend during his adolescence. Steele can’t
One day, she finds herself in Christian
get over this fact since Grey continuously
Grey’s office after her roommate is sick and
refuses to share his feelings and repetitiously
needs an interview for a journalism piece
disbands romance. All of this creates rough
for the school paper. Immediately portrayed
waters for the couple’s (literally)
as clumsy, innocent and
relationship. I
homely, Steele clashes
“Fifty Shades contracted
can say “Fifty Shades” colors
against the powerhouse
of Grey”
BDSM, an acronym referring
female secretary in Grey’s
to consensual dominance
office. However, during

and submission in sexual
the bumpy interview with
R 125 min.
encounters, as something
Mr. Grey, who is played by
Starring Jamie Dornan,
originating from sexual
Jamie Dornan, he finds her
Dakota Johnson, Eloise
nervousness and reserve
Mumford and Victor Rasuk abuse, but not to the level that
many have hyped it up to be.
appealing and so the
“Fifty Shades” wasn’t written
complicated “love” story
well enough in the first place to be that
that is “Fifty Shades of Grey” begins.
convincing.
Personally, I’ve only read excerpts
Whether it’s curiosity or boredom
of E.L. James’ BDSM book, so I can’t
drawing you to “Fifty Shades of Grey,” I’ll
accurately compare the movie to its literary
say: grab your almost $10 popcorn and
counterpart. What I did notice, though,
enjoy. You’ll get exactly what you were
is that not much happened. Steele and
expecting: nudity and little plot. It’s an
Grey meet, Steele and Grey have sex and
entertaining movie — and probably will
spoiler alert: Steele and Grey break up
be talked about for the next two weeks —
because Steele can’t take the weight of the
but it isn’t something that will make the
relationship. However, I didn’t walk into
history books. Please remember when
“Fifty Shades” expecting an Oscar-worthy
movie, I walked in to see what all the sensual seeing it that it’s a work of fiction: BDSM is
not about abusive relationships, you don’t
talk was about. To answer a few questions:
need a legally binding contract to enter a
yes there is nudity, no there isn’t full frontal,
relationship and you don’t run into 27-yearyes there is sex, yes there are a few explicit
old billionaires every day.
scenes, but overall there wasn’t anything
I didn’t expect. All the sexual scenes were
Leah Poulliot is a junior media arts and
of the stereotypical “whips and handcuffs”
design major. Contact Leah at poullilc@
genre.
dukes.jmu.edu.
Leading up to this movie I remember

By Emmy Freedman
The Breeze

original version of “Witchcraft” and
Lennox’s cover of “I Put a Spell on You”
both add to the sensual magic of “Fifty
Shades of Grey.”
There are a lot of reasons to brush
AWOLNATION does a sharp remake of
off the recently released movie “Fifty
Bruce Springsteen’s uncharacteristically
Shades of Grey,” namely, its come-hither
intimate “I’m on Fire.” It’s a good remake,
portrayal of romance between the two
but it may have done better using the
leads. But the soundtrack should not be
Boss’s version, although he might have
one of those reasons. Soundtracks are
wanted to stay 50-miles-of-grey-asphalt
not usually the deciding factor for going
away from the movie. The lead singer
to a movie, but in this case, the “Fifty
of Vaults brings her own craft into “One
Shades” soundtrack is a huge plus and
Last Night,” which fits well
helps justify the schlep to
with the Beyoncé tracks.
the closest theater.
Various Artists
The MVP of this
The 16-song
“Fifty Shades soundtrack
goes to The
soundtrack is available
Weeknd, who, like Beyoncé,
on iTunes, in bits and
of Grey
provided two songs, both
pieces on YouTube and
(Original
typical of the “Fifty Shades’”
almost in its entirety on
Motion Picture mood. “Where You Belong”
Spotify, so navigate over
to one of those musicSoundtrack)” contains a slow, deep beat
and the vocals create a very
sharing services and be

seductive experience. In
sonically seduced as we
Released Feb. 10
“Earned It,” he croons, “You
sing the praises of this
Available on iTunes
know our love would be
compilation.
tragic so don’t pay it, don’t
First of all, some of
pay it no mind … You’re my
today’s biggest artists
favorite kind of night.” These words seem
are featured, including Beyoncé, Ellie
to perfectly encapsulate the desired tone
Goulding and Sia. One of Beyoncé’s
of the movie.
pieces is a remix of her 2003 hit
There are some outliers, though. Ellie
“Crazy in Love.” In an improbable
Goulding’s song, “Love Me Like You Do,”
twist, the producers took what was a
seems a bit out of place because, apart
poppy, upbeat song and turned it into
from its clearly seductive lyrics, it’s more
something sultry and seductive. The
of a pop hit than a sultry ballad.
fact that they were able to pull off this
On the whole, though, the compilation
transformation tells you everything you
sings and provides an enticing auditory
need to know about the soundtrack: it
aspect to a visually enticing, if not
does the impossible.
intellectually enticing, film.
Another hat trick is the way the
producer breathed new life into
Emmy Freedman is a junior media arts
yesterday’s biggest crooner, Frank
and design major. Contact Emmy at
Sinatra, and 1980s pop icon Annie
freedmee@dukes.jmu.edu.
Lennox of the Eurythmics. Sinatra’s

Carriage | Rides through the
arboretum sell out on Valentine’s Day
Do you want to be
part of a growing
company?
Meet TEKsystems, a company committed to helping
you achieve your personal and professional goals.
Want to learn more? Come meet us!
Tuesday 2/17
Showker Hall (10:00-2:00 PM)
Wednesday 2/18
Career Fair Booth in Festival
Showker Hall (10:00-2:00 PM)
Senior Happy Hour @ Capital Ale House at 5:30 PM!
daniel stein / the breeze

Valentine’s Day carriage rides have been a tradition in the Edith J. Carrier Arboretum and Botanical
Gardens for the past six years. This year, patrons bundled in coats and scarves got to enjoy a ride
through the arboretum on a snow-covered path and, after the snow storm passed, a starry night sky.

Thursday 2/19
JMU Sales Competition in Taylor Hall
On-Campus Interviews – Apply on Recruit-a-Duke!
Thursday 2/26
On-Campus Interviews – Apply on Recruit-a-Duke
!

from page 7

“What I really like about [the carriage company] is that it takes me places to where
some people rarely [see] an animal beyond cats or dogs,” Matt Hickey, owner of Classic
Carriage, said. “Some lines back up way before we get there. The most rewarding thing is
teaching people about the horses — their history and where they came from and such.”
In addition, guests can interact with the horses between rides, adding much more
value to the experience than the $12 ticket would suggest.
“We encourage it,” Hickey said. “We tell people when they get off that they can go
pet them.”
The horses are also well-trained to be gentle with people, although riders are warned
against touching the horses in certain areas to avoid getting accidentally kicked.
“We don’t suggest touching them from the shoulder back,” Hickey said. “But they are
highly trained not to react to small irritations [to avoid mishaps]. They’re very gentle
giants and that’s why we use them. When they drop their head[s] to let a kid touch them,
the look on their face[s] is just one of awe.”
Indeed, the year-round carriage rides have become quite popular with Harrisonburg’s residents.
“The people just love the horses,” Turnbull said. “When we began noticing, we began
to call them Harrisonburg’s most-loved horses, and they truly are.”
For those who may have missed the arboretum’s Valentine’s Day rides, more opportunities will also be available in the future. The arboretum also provides other carriage
rides for Mother’s Day, Fall Color rides, holiday moonlight events and summer moonlight events.
“We plan to keep the carriage ride events for as long as we can,” Turnbull said. “As
evidenced by the sellout, it’s an event Harrisonburg and JMU demands the arboretum
to offer.”
Contact Andrea Croft at croftah@dukes.jmu.edu.

Contact Hayley Kinnally with questions!
hkinnall@teksystems.com or 703.476.3369
To learn more about our opportunities visit:

TEKsystemscareers.com

No IT experience or
knowledge required.

TEKsystems ® is a leading provider of IT staffing solutions,
IT talent management expertise and IT services.
Copyright © 2015 TEKsystems, Inc. All Rights Reserved
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EVEN IN THE COLD
JMU sports stays active. Follow @TheBreezeSports on
Twitter for updates throughout the week.
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Kenny Brooks by the numbers

wins

92-63:
The score of Brooks’ first

3:

164-28:
Brooks’ record at the

139-86:
Brooks’ record on the

4:

26:

career win, against
Norfolk State University
on Dec. 15, 2002

road

Brooks has
three CAA
championships, winning
in 2010, 2011 and 2014

Convocation Center

The number
of NCAA
tournament
appearances
Brooks has, including
trips in 2007, 2010, 2011
and 2014

Starting with
his first full
season in 2003-04,
through the end of last
season, Brooks’ teams
have averaged 26 wins a
year

AMANDA ELLISON / THE BREEZE

23:

Brooks
began the
season
ranked No. 23 on the list
of the winningest
Division I women’s
basketball coaches by
career-winning
percentage. Brooks’
current record of 303-114
gives him a winning
percentage of .726.
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CREAM OF THE CROP
Women’s basketball defeats Delaware 88-57 as Kenny Brooks becomes the program’s all-time wins leader
By WAYNE EPPS JR.
The Breeze

Up 88-57 against the University of Delaware, head coach Kenny
Brooks took junior guard Angela Mickens out of Sunday’s game
with about three minutes to play. With Mickens’ simple congratulations, the weight of the moment started to hit him — 303 wins,
the top of the mountain.
“To be able to share it, particularly with this group and what
they’ve done, it was special,” Brooks said. “And I got a little emotional then.”
Minutes later, JMU defeated Delaware 94-64 and Brooks
became the all-time winningest head coach in JMU women’s
basketball history, passing former head coach Shelia Moorman
(1982-97), who has a career record of 302-134.
A storm of streamers in the JMU Convocation Center christened the moment, as Brooks joined his team at midcourt,
holding up a sign with the number 303. For Brooks’ players, he
is so much more than a record-holder and so much more than
a coach.
“He’s that father-figure too,” Mickens said. “On the court, he’s
dad. Off the court, he’s also dad. Of course he [has] his daughters,
but he’s a great man — great mentor, great teacher, great coach
but, I mean, he’s an all-around great person.”
Brooks’ first career win came on Dec. 15, 2002. Just nine days
earlier he was named interim head coach, filling in for Bud

Childers, who took a medical leave of absence. Brooks was in
his first season as an assistant on Childers’ staff before the move,
and went 16-10 the rest of the season. In March 2003, he was
hired full time.
Since then, he’s averaged 26 wins a year through the end of
last season. His career record now stands at 303-114.
But Brooks’ journey to 303 started well before 2002. The
46-year-old Waynesboro, Virginia, native was a guard on JMU’s
men’s team from 1988-91, serving as team captain for his junior
and senior seasons. He was a part-time assistant coach for JMU’s
men’s team for the 1993-94 season, an assistant coach at Virginia
Military Institute from 1994-98 and had another stint as an assistant coach for the JMU men’s program from 1998 to 2002.
“It [has] been a dream,” Brooks said. “When I switched over, I
switched over amongst a little bit of turmoil or questions. ‘Why
was I switching from men to women?’ I didn’t have to … I was
the top assistant on the men’s side here, at my alma mater. But
it was something I was just drawn to.”
Brooks may have taken over for Childers, but it was Moorman
who laid the foundation for what Brooks stepped into. He said
he was “handed the keys to a Mercedes” when he got the job.
Moorman and Brooks are friends and Brooks will always see her
at the forefront of the program.
“I’ll never consider myself at the top,” Brooks said. “Shelia
Moorman’s always right there with me. She’s been [a] tremendous influence on me, so we’ll be right up there together.”

Brooks and Moorman talked leading up to Sunday’s game and
again after. Brooks said those talks have been a chance for him
to get his emotions out to her and thank her for what she’s done
for him and for the team.
“I’ve been blessed to have her standing around, have a watchful eye,” Brooks said. “It’s still her program — my program, her
program. It’s our program and I really appreciate her support
and what she’s been able to do for me.”
The players approached Sunday’s game as if it was any other.
Brooks said they seemed as if they didn’t even know what was
at stake. He was honored before the game too, for win No. 300,
which came at Hofstra University on Feb. 6.
Sunday’s Convocation Center crowd, 4,301 on a blistery Duke
Dog Reading Day, seemed almost anxious for the history that was
on the line. That energy carried onto the court, as JMU started
on an 18-0 run, going 8-10 from the field. Delaware didn’t score
until the 13:43 mark of the first half.
“It was all about tempo,” Mickens said. “Tempo, tempo,
tempo. We [were] running, we [were] out. Everybody was making everything. And when we play fast and play under control,
it’s something to see.”
But after the Blue Hens put those first points on the board,
they went on a 12-0 run of their own to cut JMU’s lead to 18-12
with about 10 minutes left in the half.
see WBB, page 10

LACROSSE (2-1)

Dukes hunt down Huskies in home opener
JMU defeats UConn behind a combined nine goals from sophomore Betsy Angel and junior Jaci Gordon
By PETER CAGNO
The Breeze

SAM TAYLOR / THE BREEZE

Junior midfielder Brooks Lawler evades a defender during Sunday afternoon’s victory.

A dedicated contingent of parents and fans occupied the
sparsely populated stands of University Park on an arcticlike Sunday afternoon to watch the JMU women’s lacrosse
team play its home opener against the University of Connecticut. The Dukes (2-1) were victorious over the Huskies
(0-1), winning 15-11.
Redshirt sophomore attacker Betsy Angel tallied a careerhigh five goals and one assist in the Dukes’ commanding
offensive effort. Junior midfielder Jaci Gordon also added
six points of her own with four goals and two assists.
Due to the weather conditions, the game was segmented
into four quarters with a 15-minute break between each
section, as opposed to two 30-minute halves with a 15-minute halftime.

The Dukes went down early in the first quarter when
UConn netted its first goal just five minutes into the contest.
JMU answered back though, as Angel notched her first goal
of the day on a feed from Gordon less than a minute after
going down 1-0. After a foul and subsequent free-position
shot and goal, the Dukes found themselves trailing the Huskies for the second and final time of the game.
The barrage of JMU goals that would follow in the first
quarter was ignited by senior attacker Stephanie Finley
when she equalized the game with a rip to the far post from
the 12-meter line.
JMU head coach Shelley Klaes-Bawcombe noticed
early on that the Huskies were employing a zone defense.
Defeating this would require quick ball movement and cuts
through the middle, and the Dukes executed. Gordon and
see LAX, page 10
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Unleash the BEAST

JMU club dodgeball sweeps competition Saturday in fourth annual tournament at UREC
By Bennett Conlin
contributing writer

Dodgeballs zip across the UREC gym, nailing unsuspecting players scrambling to find a ball to fire
at their opponent. Fans look on, and are on high alert to make sure stray balls don’t come flying their
way at high speeds. The BEAST dodgeball tournament is nothing like the carefree dodgeball kids grew
up playing in elementary school; this tournament is intense.
The BEAST, or Big East-Appalachian Super Tournament, showcases the dominance of JMU against
the members of the team’s conference, the National Collegiate Dodgeball Association. The BEAST
tournament includes members of the conference and is hosted at UREC every February. This year the
tournament took place on Saturday, Feb. 14.
The BEAST began in 2012, making this year’s tournament BEAST IV, and is one of the biggest NCDA
tournaments held on the East Coast since its creation. It’s customary for teams to host one big tournament every year and the BEAST provides teams in the NCDA an opportunity to play teams from
all over the country.
“Everybody hosts one big tournament a year so we picked ours to be in February and that was the
BEAST,” Taylor Wilhelm, club vice president and senior business management major, said. “We get
all the teams to come to us.”
This year the playing field included the University of Akron, the University of Maryland, Towson
University, Kent State University and JMU. JMU is now ranked third nationally, ahead of each of the
other teams that traveled to Harrisonburg for Saturday’s tournament.
“We’re probably the best one here,” senior finance major and four-year member of JMU club dodgeball Michael Hammersley said.
Towson’s team uses the experience of playing in the BEAST as a way to get better and see where
their team stands against opponents like JMU.
“This is our annual bar-setter,” Sean Smith, club dodgeball president and senior communications
major at Towson, said. “It’s where we’re going to see a lot of non-East Coast teams come to play. It’s
something to see how we’re doing not only against the teams that we play all the time, but the teams
we have no experience against. It gives us a good idea of what we need to work on for nationals.”
While Towson may just use the tournament as a building block for the rest of its season, JMU takes
the tournament quite seriously. The team’s practices — held on Sundays, Tuesdays and Wednesdays —
change from a light-hearted atmosphere to a more businesslike approach as the tournament draws near.
“During practices we kind of have it more open, more fun, I guess,” Ben Sizemore, JMU dodgeball’s
club president and senior dietetics major, said. “Once it starts getting closer to tournaments, however,
we start to focus more. We try and run the few plays that we have and get people more focused on
playing seriously.”
These practices seem to pay off, as JMU has built a lofty reputation.
“We’re known around the nation as the hardest throwers,” Sizemore said. “I believe a lot of our
success comes from our intimidation factor. Everyone is scared to play us just because they know we
throw hard and they don’t want to get hit.”

proffitt & Fraser |

Mark Owen / The breeze

JMU is now 15-0 after this weekend and ranked fourth nationally. The first BEAST tournament was in 2012.

Teams in the BEAST have to play at a slower pace and hold on to the balls for as long as possible in
order to limit the opportunities of JMU’s powerful throwers.
“If they played at our pace we’d just run them into the ground,” Hammersley said.
JMU relies so heavily on its powerful throwers and intense pace that, in the week leading up to the
tournament, the team makes sure everyone’s arms are well-rested by focusing on strategy and limiting throwing during practice because they can wear down players’ arm strength.
“We want to rest our arms,” Tanner Weaver, sophomore club secretary and finance major, said. “It’s
pretty damaging on your arms, your shoulders and your elbows. Usually the week before it’s more
about talking strategy about how we want to play in the tournament.”
On Saturday, JMU beat each of its four opponents to improve to 15-0 on the season.
At No. 4 in the country and No. 1 on the East Coast, the team now has its sights set on more — specifically nationals held in April at Western Kentucky University.
“We are a heavy contender for the national title this year,” Sizemore said.
Contact Bennett Conlin at conlinbf@dukes.jmu.edu.

Double Take

Little League brings about bigger issues
Youth baseball is now too large
By Stephen Proffitt
The Breeze

I very much dislike the Little League World
Series. August’s annual glorification of adolescent baseball players has found the news again
— in February. Jackie Robinson West, a Chicago
team, was stripped of its U.S. title last week after
falsified boundaries were
discovered.
The fact that 12-year-olds
are aired on national TV
playing baseball in some
obsolete Pennsylvania town
baffles me. This heightened
sense of importance on the
LLWS has led to its demise
too many times now.
The usual scandal to rise to the surface surrounds players ages and even citizenship. From
the root of this story, it did seem a little trivial
that a team brought in players from outside a
geographical boundary and were punished to
the utmost extent. Rules are rules. There’s no
need for rebuttal nor disgust for such a decision.
I agree that the LLWS did the right thing here by
stripping them of the title, but there’s obviously
more to this than some kid playing for a little
league on the other side of town.
I personally was fortunate enough to grow up
playing baseball, the greatest sport in the world.
My mother, a single parent, sacrificed everything to ensure my attendance and enrollment
in Little League every year. She’d go to work
early so she could get out early to drive me to
practice. She and my grandfather were at every
game supporting me in my pursuit for athletic

growth. I knew I was never going to make it
anywhere playing baseball, but it had its importance in my life. It has greater importance in
other people’s lives. In its highest yield, it serves
as a platform of escape for some children who
come from poor financial backgrounds.
Pittsburgh Pirates star Andrew McCutchen
offered interesting words the other day when
he came to the perceived defense of Robinson
West. He shed light on the financial crisis at
hand with sports and our youth. The aforementioned fees can easily exclude many talented
children from ever playing in a structured setting. When absorbing all the fantastic human
interest stories that tell tales of kids escaping
horrible youths to make it big in sports while
giving back to the place where they barely got
by makes you feel for the kids of Robinson West.
The importance placed on the kid’s success
in little leagues of all sports is killing the importance. The Little League World Series has no
place on TV and really has no place in sports
media. Lucrative TV deals and children’s faces
splashed across the streams of sports publications catalyst such stresses to succeed, to
pressure these kids into becoming someone
they’re not.
It’s incredible how even in my lifetime, I’ve
seen sports evolve on a daily basis into much
more than anyone could’ve ever predicted.
Little League players need to worry how to
better themselves as players and people, not
what their answers will be when ESPN profiles them for a segment in Williamsport. Stop
creating stress where it has no need to root.
Contact Stephen Proffitt
at proffittjs@gmail.com.

Adults ruined experience for the kids
By Ryan Fraser
The Breeze

So this is what society has come too? Cheating in Little League? Yes, America’s premier
youth sporting event has been tainted with
controversy. The Jackie Robinson West Little
League team was stripped of its U.S. title and
all subsequent victories
have been vacated due to
what is the equivalent of
gerrymandering. District
lines were redrawn illegally in order to get some
more talented players on
the team. In the words of
John McEnroe, “You cannot be serious!”
I’ll admit I chuckled when I first heard the
allegations, it reminded me of the Mighty
Ducks when Gordon Bombay gets Adam
Banks on his team because the lines had
changed in the years prior. But now I just hang
my head in disdain. I mean really, these are
11- and 12-year-olds playing baseball, this
should be a time of sportsmanship and fun:
kids from all over the world playing a game
and enjoying it in its purest form. The Little
League World Series exemplifies that feeling
— players not worrying about contracts or
endorsement deals, or wondering if they are
going to be traded, but just playing America’s
pasttime. Go watch the speeches by Rhode
Island head coach Dave Belisle from the past
summer and tell me you don’t get chills (also
worth noting, his team lost to the Jackie Robinson squad).

But with every Belisle, you get the adults
from Chicago who ruin youth sports. We’ve all
seen those parents and adults who care more
about whether their kid is batting cleanup
than they do about their taxes. But this scandal went up to the Midwest Regional manager,
who signed off on this. Nobody along the way
thought, “You know, maybe this isn’t the best
idea.” Newsflash to these parents: stop living
through your children. Your days of riding the
varsity bench are over. Let your kids live their
lives and support them that way.
This was an amazing story: a team from
inner city Chicago was a couple of hits away
from winning the whole schbang. They had a
parade in their honor in Chicago, reminiscent
of the Danke Schoen scene from “Ferris Bueller’s Day Off.” They visited the White House.
Eleven and 12-year-olds hung with the president. But now, its ruined. Their memories are
tainted because adults did something these
kids can barely comprehend. Can you imagine what it must have been like at school for
them when this story broke?
This win-at-all-costs mentality is ruining
sports. Sports are about fun and camaraderie — building memories that will last a
lifetime. I won’t ever forget the first touchdown I scored playing Pop Warner football
and these kids went to the White House. To
these adults in Chicago, I can’t type what
I want to say because I would no longer be
allowed to write for The Breeze. But in the
immortal words of Chris Carter, “C’mon man.”
Contact Ryan Fraser at
fraserrc@dukes.jmu.edu.

WBB | ‘We still have the same goals’ LAX | Dukes now 2-1 overall, to
host High Point at home on Feb. 22

from page 9

“When you start scoring on us, we’re not able
to get out on the fast break and then our offense
got a little bit stagnant,” Brooks said.
In the Dukes’ three previous games, all on the
road, they also built up big first half leads before
letting their opponents claw back. Home from the
road trip late last week, Brooks had all of his players tell him why they were allowing that to happen.
They all had various reasons and it helped to put
the problem in perspective.
“It was very easy for me to say, ‘Okay well you
guys said it, alright let’s go fix it,’” Brooks said.
Though it happened again on Sunday, JMU
stopped the bleeding by outscoring Delaware 21-4
over the next six minutes, taking the reigns back.
The Dukes went into the locker room at halftime
up 41-22, after the Blue Hens shot just 24.1 percent
(7-29) from the field in the first half.
After the half, JMU went on a 16-4 run in the
first five and a half minutes, all but assuring that
history would be made.
Delaware head coach Tina Martin, who has 374
wins of her own in her 19th season, said JMU has a
good thing going. Sunday’s game was a rematch of
last season’s Colonial Athletic Association championship game, which JMU won 70-45.
“They pretty much had their way,” Martin
said. “Physically they roughed us up. And then
with their speed and athleticism, I just think that
they’re so long and athletic. And because they are
a veteran team and they know how to use their
bodies … I’ve had teams like that and they’re fun
to coach.”
That physicality manifested itself in part in
JMU’s press defense, which Brooks said he’s used
in the past, but just re-implemented in practice on

Saturday. Delaware finished shooting 37.5 percent
from the field (21-56).
The Dukes have now won 13 straight games
overall and 21 straight at the Convocation Center.
Their record of 22-2 overall and 13-0 in the CAA
has them sitting very comfortably at the top of the
league standings.
Junior guard Precious Hall led all scorers with
23 points on Sunday, her 10th straight double-digit
scoring effort. Redshirt senior center Lauren Okafor notched her 10th double-double of the season
with 18 points and 11 rebounds. Then sophomore
forward Da’Lishia Griffin had a career-high 15
points.
JMU has just five games left in the regular season before the conference tournament in March.
With a third milestone this season checked off the
list, including the program’s 1,000th win, Brooks’
300th win and now his 303rd, the team’s mindset
hasn’t changed.
“We still have the same goals,” junior guard Precious Hall said. “We know what [we’re] trying to
get. And of course those milestones, they’re just a
little building block upon what we want to do for
the end of this season — of course, winning conference and going into the tournament.”
The Dukes will look to continue to reinforce the
winning tradition that the JMU community has
become accustomed to.
“I’m fortunate, fortunate,” Brooks said. “The
crowds, the administration, the coverage, everything that we get, it’s big time. It’s big time and
it’s a very special place. And for me to be able to
do it at my alma mater, I can’t imagine it being
any more special than this and what we’ve been
able to accomplish over these last 13 years.”
Contact Wayne Epps Jr. at
breezesports@gmail.com.
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Angel combined for the next four goals in less
than three minutes.
“To break the zone, we had to just hold our
place and move the ball around to find breaks
in their defense,” Angel said.
Senior goalkeeper Schylar Healy made four
saves in the first quarter, including two huge
stops on free-position shots.
Both JMU and UConn would score once
more, and the Dukes carried a 7-3 lead into the
first intermission.
The remainder of the first half was characterized by lockdown defense and domination on
the offensive side of the field by the Dukes.
“I thought we did really well on settled
defense by taking away their feeding options,”
Klaes-Bawcombe said. “They like to feed and
I’m really pleased with how the defense tried to
take passes away instead of [one-on-one] drives.”
Gordon and Angel each completed the hat
trick in the second quarter, but neither stopped
there.
Goals from senior and junior midfielders Alison Curwin and Taylor Gress, and another goal
from Finley, added some insurance as both
teams sought shelter in the locker rooms during halftime.
The Dukes entered the break with a commanding 12-5 lead over the Huskies, while
outshooting them 19-10.
Angel and Gordon each scored their final
goals of the contest late in the third quarter;

Angel on yet another finish from the crease on
a pass from Curwin, and Gordon buried the freeposition shot.
“I think that our attack did a great job moving
the ball and finding open opportunities off of the
ball,” Angel said.
Patience and poise on offense proved to be
the deciding factor in the Dukes’ victory.
“I am really proud of the attack’s presence
today,” Klaes-Bawcombe said. “It’s an unselfish
team and nobody cares who gets the credit for
the goal. They have incredible vision and to see
each other and trust each other to give the ball
up, I’m just very proud.”
The fourth quarter was commanded by the
Huskies, who managed to score five of their
six goals in the period to put them within four
goals, the smallest spread since the second quarter. But that burst didn’t falter the mentality of
the Dukes. Healy again made four saves in the
period, two of which came in the last two minutes of the game.
Ultimately, the Dukes were able to outlast the
Huskies’ last-ditch efforts in the fourth quarter.
“I am really pleased with the sparks we had off
the bench today,” Klaes-Bawcombe said. “We’re
a deep team and we really like to utilize different players and today what we saw gave us the
confidence to do that.”
JMU’s next matchup is Feb. 22 against
High Point University at University Park.
Contact Peter Cagno at
cagnopx@dukes.jmu.edu.

Classifieds

sonburg
breezejmu.org

Apts for Rent

1-BR Downtown, Stainless
Appliances, Hard Wood
Floors $595 540-564-2659
http://www.castleproperty.c
om

End Unit Renovated TownHome @CamdenTowns +View
$1000/month 571-258-7271
Pet Friendly, 1-3BR Properties, Hard Wood Floors
http://www.castleproperty.c
om 540-564-2659

Place your
classifieds online at
breezejmu.org

Monday, February 16, 2015  
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Apts for Rent

Urban Exchange Apt Avail.
April to July 15
Text 757-880-5059

End Unit
Renovated
Townhome @
CamdenTowns
+View1000.pm#571-258-7271

Homes for Rent
3-BR 2.5-BA Townhouse,
Stainless Appliances, Fenced
Yard, http://www.castleproperty.com 540-564-2659

Your home away from home, just one click away!
visit http://liveinhburg.com
for more information

Tech Support Inc.
Crack Screen & Computer Repair

540.435.1170

iPhone 5s/5c
iPhone 5
iPhone 4/4s
Virus Removal
Laptop Repair
Mac Repair

$100
$90
$60
$100

▬►

5% DISCOUNT FOR JMU STUDENTS
Hours

Mon-Sat 10am-8pm
Sun
Appointment Only

www.agiletechsupport.com
117A South Carlton Street
Harrisonburg, Va 22801

Accepting Donations of:
Clothing • Household Items
Furniture • Books

Donation Hours:
Monday – Saturday, 10-4

To arrange pick-up of furniture or
other large items, please call:
(540) 327-0402

182 Neff Avenue • Harrisonburg
(540) 217-0337
blueridgehospice.org
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Monday, February 16, 2015

breezejmu.org

3
1

2

4

Time is running
5 6
out, there are only
a few left!

First 10 leases signed get a waived

Application fee &
Activity fee
Two bedroom units only

410 Copper Beech Circle
Harrisonburg, VA 22801

(540) 438-0401

$129
Value
harrisonburg@cbeech.com

